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Bully scholarship edition pc trainer

Options: Unlimited Health No Trouble Unlimited Money One Hit-kill Freeze Day time Bully: Scholarship Edition BULLY: SCHOLARSHIP EDITION +2 TRAINER (197KB) BULLY: SCHOLARSHIP EDITION +4 TRAINER (43.1KB) BULLY: SCHOLARSHIP EDITION +5 TRAINER (1.10MB) BULLY: SCHOLARSHIP EDITION v1.2 +5
TRAINER (1.02MB) Search for related Trainer & Unlocker Trainers Trainer troubleshooting: The most common problem getting a game trainer to work is compatibility between the trainer and the operating system version, if you are using an older game trainer and running Windows 7 or Windows 8 it simply won't work, if however, you right
click the trainer and choose Properties and then Compatibility you can change this to run in Windows 98/ Windows 2000 etc. You can find more information on the Beginners Help page here Mar 07, 2017  This page contains a list of cheats, codes, Easter eggs, tips, and other secrets for Bully: Scholarship Edition for PC.If you've
discovered a cheat you'd like to. Find all our Bully: Scholarship Edition Cheats for PC. Plus great forums, game help and a special question and answer system. Bully is an action game from Rockstar that takes place at Bullworth Academy, where you face bullies, mean teachers, and more.This page contains a list of cheats, codes, Easter
eggs, tips, and other secrets for Bully for PlayStation 2. If you've discovered a cheat you'd like to add to the page, or have a correction, please click EDIT and add it.Jimmy's Head on a Stake[edit]On the last mission, if you wear the Bullworth Bull outfit when you go to the gym to fight the nerds, instead of the Bullworth Bull helmet, Jimmy's
head will be there (its only in the cut scene).Submitted by: demonwarrior13English Class Answers[edit]In your English class, you will have word puzzles to answer. Below are the answers to the five English classes and their word puzzles.English Class 1 Create 7 words from the letters 'ELMOLW'. Here are some words to use for this
puzzle: Ell, Elm, Low, Mel, Mew, Mol, Mow, Ole, Owe, Owl, Lowe, Meow, Mewl, Mole, Moll, Well, Mellow.English Class 2 Create 14 words from the letters 'THFSGI'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Fig, Fit, His, Hit, Its, Sit, Figs, Fish, Fist, Fits, Gift, Gist, Hits, Sift, Sigh, This, Fight, Gifts, Shift, Sight, Fights.English Class 3
Create 15 words from the letters 'ELISSM'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Elm, Ism, Lei, Lie, Mil, Elms, Isle, Isms, Leis, Less, Lies, Lime, Mess, Mile, Mils, Miss, Semi, Sims, Slim, Isles, Limes, Miles, Seism, Semis, Slime, Slims, Smile, Slimes, Smiles.English Class 4 Create 19 words from the letters 'RAOCYN'. Here are
some words to use for this puzzle: Any, Arc, Can, Car, Cay, Con, Coy, Cry, Nay, Nor, Oar, Ran, Ray, Roc, Yon, Corn, Cory, Cyan, Narc, Racy, Roan, Yarn, Acorn, Corny, Crony, Rayon, Crayon.English Class 5 Create 22 words from the letters 'DGRAGE'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Age, Are, Dag, Ear, Egg, Era, Erg,
Gad, Gag, Rag, Red, Aged, Dare, Dear, Drag, Dreg, Egad, Gage, Gear, Grad, Rage, Read, Agger, Grade, Raged, Dagger, Ragged.More Ammo[edit]You must hold down L1 and enter UP, UP.Cheat Codes[edit]These are unverified cheats for the game. You must use a second PS2 controller to input the codes!All Hobo Fighting Moves --
Hold L1 and input UP, LEFT, DOWN, RIGHT, TRIANGLE, SQUARE, X, CIRCLE while playing. Effects not shown on stats screen.Full Health -- Hold L1 and input R2, R2, R2 while playing.All Gym Grapple Moves -- Hold L1 and input UP, LEFT, DOWN, DOWN, TRIANGLE, SQUARE, X, X while playing. Effects not shown on stats
screen.Unlimited Ammo -- Hold L1 and input UP, DOWN, UP, DOWN while playing. All Clothes Press L1, L1, R1, L1, L1, L1, R1, R1 while playing.Full Ammo -- Hold L1 and input UP, UP while playing. All Weapons -- Hold L1 and input UP, UP, UP, UPMoney -- Hold L1 and input TRIANGLE, SQUARE, CIRCLE, X while playing.Go
Kart[edit]You must win all Go Kart races.Five Punch Combo[edit]Get transistor 4 and bring to the hobo.Rat in a Jar[edit]You must finish the mission 'Rats In The Library' in Chapter V.Lola as a Girlfriend[edit]Finish The Tenements in Chapter III.Aluminum Trophy[edit]Finish Racing the Vale.Football Jersey[edit]Finish Chapter IV.Beatrice as
a Girlfriend[edit]Tp link utility mac download. Finish the mission 'That Bitch' in Chapter I.Hint - Go-Kart[edit]To get the go-kart on the street you have to complete all the carnival circuit races. Once you have, there are additional go-kart street races. When you have done those, the go-kart will be found near your garage next to the
autoshop.Hint - Rule The Day At Dodgeball[edit]While playing Dodgeball in the gym, you can stop the game by pressing the L2 button (Help) during the time the game is stopped no hits will be counted. So to use this in your favour, move as far away from the person with the ball, wait till the ball gets thrown, and hit L2. The ball will hit you
but it won't count; then just pick it up and do the jumpshot and you will be winning in no time!Easter Egg - Schoolgirl Upskirt Shots[edit]If you want to check out Mandy's panties, snipe her with your slingshot from the tree on the football field and she’ll fall to the ground and roll around Now wait for your trouble meter to empty, hop out of the
tree, walk over and have a look up her skirt. All the other girls wear white underroos. Nail them with a projectile from afar and quickly hop in a trashcan before you’re seen. When your trouble meter dies down, go have a look. Even Ms. Danvers (Crabblesnitch’s secretary) fancies white underwear. When she grabs you for being naughty,
stomp her foot and take a peak while she’s hopping up and down. Submitted by Andrew 'Camera Phone' EisenBeatrice[edit]Finish 'That Bitch' in Chapter One.Hint - M80s and Water Balloons[edit]I don't know if anyone else had a problem finding these things, but they aren't too hard to acquire. The Volcano 4000 firework is located in
certain lockers; they appear more often after all missions are beaten. As for the water balloons, they will be unlocked once you help the guy on top of the building next to the bike shop in Bullworth Town. Jump the fence in the back and climb the ladder to get them. From then on you may fill balloons at any source of water (water pipes,
drinking fountains, etc.).Hint - Easy Freak Show Money[edit]To make a lot of money fast, go to the freak show and make a bet (max bet is $100) on the wrestling match. You can pick either wrestler to win, it doesn't matter. Stand next to the ring when the match starts.Eventually the wrestlers will get close enough to you that you can land a
few punches to the one you bet against. Be careful not to punch your own wrestler! This will knock his health way down and he'll be finished off easily.You'll get a 'Violence Against Children' in your violence meter, but it doesn't matter because there aren't any police in the freak show tent.Costumes[edit]Black Ninja Outfit: Complete your
yearbook.Black Skate Shoes: Run 50.00km on footBMX Champion: Finish bike races.Boxing Outfit: Win 'Boxing Challenge' or 'Prep Challenge' in Chapter 2.Crash Helmet: Win the Kart Race at the CarnivalDunce Hat: Turn on all the showers in boys locker room.Edna Mask: Break 19/19 Tombstones during HalloweenFast Food: Finish the
Burger Joint errand found in Bullworth Vale.Firefighter's Helmet: Pull the Fire Alarm 20 timesGnome Costume: Break all garden gnomes.Gold Suit: Buy all clothes.Green Ninja Outfit: Make 1000 projectiles hits.Grotto Master: Get all G&G cards.Jimmy's Skeleton Halloween costume: Successfully complete the 'The Candidate' mission to
unlock the 'Halloween' mission.Orderly uniform: Successfully complete 'Finding Johnny Vincent' in Chapter 5.Pirate hat: Beat up the pirate on the island near the beach house.Prison uniform: Successfully complete all the detention mini-games.Pumpkinhead mask: Destroy all 27 pumpkins around the school and inside the main building
during the 'Halloween' event.Red ninja costume: Successfully complete the Big Prank task during Halloween at Bullworth Academy.School mascot costume: Successfully complete 'Nice Outfit' in Chapter 4.Tiny swimsuit: Find the preppie with a blue mission on the beach at the beach house and beat his swimming time.Wrestling uniform:
Successfully complete Gym 1.Hint - Dunce Hat[edit]Go to the boys locker room and turn on the showers for a free dunce hat.Hint - Easy Gym Challenge[edit]Beat all the challenges in the gym, once you've done this, you'll be able to challenge everyone anytime. The key to the easy money is to go up to the line every time, press Circle to
jump, and while in mid-air, press X to throw. You'll knock em down every time!CommentsThis page contains a list of cheats, codes, Easter eggs, tips, and other secrets for Bully: Scholarship Edition for PC. If you've discovered a cheat you'd like to add to the page, or have a correction, please click EDIT and add it.Jimmy's Head on a
Stake[edit]On the last mission, if you wear the Bullworth Bull outfit when you go to the gym to fight the nerds, instead of the Bullworth Bull helmet, Jimmy's head will be there (its only in the cut scene). . Submitted by: demonwarrior13All Gym Grapple Moves[edit] Myrtle beach auto tune up. The following cheat for can only be executed on a
second Xbox 360 controller, not the primary controller. During gameplay, hold the Left Bumper, press Up, Left, Down, Up, Left, Down, Y, X, A, Y, X, ASubmitted by: ZombieMadeCostumes[edit]Black Ninja Outfit - Complete your yearbook.Black Skate Shoes - Run 50.00km on foot.BMX Champion - Finish bike races.Boxing Outfit - Win
'Boxing Challenge' or 'Prep Challenge' in Chapter 2.Crash Helmet - Win the Kart Race at the Carnival.Dunce Hat - Turn on all the showers in boys locker room.Edna Mask - Break 19/19 Tombstones during Halloween.Fast Food - Finish the Burger Joint errand found in Bullworth Vale.Firefighter's Helmet - Pull the Fire Alarm 20
times.Gnome Costume - Break all garden gnomes.Gold Suit - Buy all clothes.Green Ninja Outfit - Make 1000 projectiles hits.Grotto Master - Get all G&G cards.Jimmy's Skeleton Halloween Costume - Successfully complete the 'The Candidate' mission to unlock the 'Halloween' mission.Orderly Uniform - Successfully complete 'Finding
Johnny Vincent' in Chapter 5.Pirate Hat - Beat up the pirate on the island near the beach house.Prison Uniform - Successfully complete all the detention mini-games.Pumpkinhead Mask - Destroy all 27 pumpkins around the school and inside the main building during the 'Halloween' event.Red Ninja Costume - Successfully complete the
Big Prank task during Halloween at Bullworth Academy. School mascot costume - Successfully complete 'Nice Outfit' in Chapter 4.Tiny Swimsuit - Find the preppie with a blue mission on the beach at the beach house and beat his swimming time.English Class Answers[edit]In your English class, you will have word puzzles to answer.
Below are the answers to the five English classes and their word puzzles.English Class 1 Create 7 words from the letters 'ELMOLW'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Ell, Elm, Low, Mel, Mew, Mol, Mow, Ole, Owe, Owl, Lowe, Meow, Mewl, Mole, Moll, Well, Mellow.English Class 2 Create 14 words from the letters 'THFSGI'.
Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Fig, Fit, His, Hit, Its, Sit, Figs, Fish, Fist, Fits, Gift, Gist, Hits, Sift, Sigh, This, Fight, Gifts, Shift, Sight, Fights.English Class 3 Create 15 words from the letters 'ELISSM'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Elm, Ism, Lei, Lie, Mil, Elms, Isle, Isms, Leis, Less, Lies, Lime, Mess, Mile, Mils,
Miss, Semi, Sims, Slim, Isles, Limes, Miles, Seism, Semis, Slime, Slims, Smile, Slimes, Smiles.English Class 4 Create 19 words from the letters 'RAOCYN'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Any, Arc, Can, Car, Cay, Con, Coy, Cry, Nay, Nor, Oar, Ran, Ray, Roc, Yon, Corn, Cory, Cyan, Narc, Racy, Roan, Yarn, Acorn, Corny,
Crony, Rayon, Crayon.English Class 5 Create 22 words from the letters 'DGRAGE'. Here are some words to use for this puzzle: Age, Are, Dag, Ear, Egg, Era, Erg, Gad, Gag, Rag, Red, Aged, Dare, Dear, Drag, Dreg, Egad, Gage, Gear, Grad, Rage, Read, Agger, Grade, Raged, Dagger, Ragged.Infinite Ammunition[edit]The following
cheat for can only be executed on a second Xbox 360 controller, not the primary controller. During gameplay, hold the Left Bumper and press Up, Down, Up, Down on the d-pad. Insert the cheat again to turn off infinite ammo.Refill Health[edit]Bully Scholarship Edition Pc TrainerThe following cheat for can only be executed on a second
Xbox 360 controller, not the primary controller. During gameplay, hold the Left Bumper and press the Right Trigger three times.More Money[edit]The following cheat for can only be executed on a second Xbox 360 controller, not the primary controller. During gameplay, hold the Left Bumper and press Y, X, B and A.Reload
Ammunition[edit]The following cheat for can only be executed on a second Xbox 360 controller, not the primary controller. During gameplay, hold the Left Bumper and press Up twice on the d-pad.All Weapons[edit]The following cheat for can only be executed on a second Xbox 360 controller, not the primary controller. During gameplay,
hold the Left Bumper and press Up on the d-pad four times.Bully Scholarship Edition Console CommandsComments read more bully scholarship edition pc trainer all weapons. bully scholarship edition pc trainer mrantifun. trainer bully scholarship edition pc v1.154. trainer bully scholarship edition pc 1.154. trainer bully scholarship edition
pc v1.00. cara menggunakan trainer bully scholarship edition pc
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